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On March 23, 2010, President Obama signed 
the Affordable Care Act into law.

● Aimed to make health care affordable for those with little or no coverage
● Federal govt. created HealthCare.gov, providing online enrollment for 36 states

○ Set to launch Oct. 1, 2013 — deadline for open enrollment was March 31, 2014
● Rumors of technological problems throughout site’s creation

○ Government officials brushed off as “glitches”
● When HealthCare.gov launched, plagued with problems

○ Error messages, blank pages, crashes, inaccessibility

The catastrophic launch resulted in a media frenzy and public criticism of the Obama 
administration — particularly the Department of Health and Human Services — and the 

Affordable Care Act itself.



Overview: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

● Federal dept. dealing with health care
○ Oversaw creation of HealthCare.gov
○ Contracted work out to 50+ IT firms

● Cabinet-level
○ Secretary and Deputy Secretary appointed by president
○ In 2013 — Secretary Kathleen Sebelius

● Mission: “To enhance the health and well-being of Americans”
○ Provides resources to maintain, protect public health

● Offers over 100 programs — Medicare and Medicaid
Kathleen Sebelius



Timeline of Events
Dec. 2012 — Federal govt. Announces it will launch HealthCare.gov on Oct. 1, 2013
Early-mid 2013 — Rumors, internal reports (GAO) claim site creation, testing are months behind schedule
Oct. 1, 2013 — HealthCare.gov launches, is plagued with problems; officials say problems will be fixed soon; 
federal government enters a shutdown; Obama gives speech briefly addressing site problems
Oct. 9, 2013 — White House Spokesperson Jay Carney says glitches are due to overwhelming traffic
Oct. 17, 2013 — Federal govt. Re-opens
Oct. 21, 2013 — Obama gives speech in Rose Garden; says HealthCare.gov is inexcusable
Oct. 22, 2013 — Obama adviser Jeffrey Zients initiates “tech surge”
Oct. 31, 2013 — HHS Chief Sebelius apologizes, says she takes full responsibility for launch
Nov. 7, 2013 — President Obama apologizes for making promises he couldn’t keep
Early Dec. 2013 — Website functional — administration begins PR push to promote enrollment
Jan. 2014 — Government fires CGI Federal from HealthCare.gov project
March 31, 2014 — Deadline for open enrollment in exchanges ends — goal enrollment exceeded by +1 million
April 10, 2014 — HHS Chief Sebelius resigns, citing the disastrous HealthCare.gov rollout



Research Efforts and Investigation

● Most time/energy devoted to testing, fixing site
○ Not enough devoted to communication, public interest
○ No apparent crisis communication plan

● “We underestimated public interest”
○ Oct. 9 — White House Spokesperson Jay Carney attributed 

problems to underestimating “public interest” in site
○ Oct. 20 — Blog post by HHS cited overwhelming online traffic
○ Preventable — should have gauged public interest

Jay Carney



PR Strategy and Tactics

Overarching Strategies (Both Proactive & Reactive)

○ Acknowledging problems — but not 
severity

○ Comparing to Apple iOS 7 launch
○ Strategic silence
○ Emphasis on importance of ACA

Specific Tactics

● Two big speeches by Obama
○ Oct. 1 and Oct. 21

● Oct. 22 — Launch of tech surge
○ Experts from Google, Red Hat, Oracle

● Apologies (Finally!)
○ Oct. 31 — HHS Chief Sebelius
○ Nov. 7 — President Obama



Evaluation

● By mid-November, officials were accepting 
blame

● President Obama: Administration “fumbled” 
whole thing
○ November 14: “It’s legitimate to expect us to have to 

win back some credibility on this health care law and 
other issues”

● Goal became recovering public opinion of ACA 
& Obama administration (more on public 
opinion later!)



Phase II — Saving Obamacare

● Local, personal approach
○ Circumvented national news with earned local coverage
○ Organizing for Action protests

● Targeted underinsured cities, demographics
○ Obama aides — 9/10 most uninsured cities
○ Key Events: Youth summit, Latino town hall, “Between Two 

Ferns” appearance

Results

○ Over 8 million citizens enrolled by Mar. 31 deadline
(Goal: 7 million)

◦ 34% of enrollees were 34 or under



Media Coverage & Public Response

● National media highly critical of administration
● Opportunity for Republicans (& PR firms!)
● Material for comedians

○ Monologues, SNL, The Daily Show
● Federal govt. shutdown — good distraction

● Obama’s lowest approval rating to date
○ 46%         37% in Oct. (9 pt. drop)

● Public opinion of ACA - 12 % after rollout
● 12% of Americans believed rollout went well

President Obama’s approval rating struggled through 2014.



My Views

  THE GOOD

● Phase II pulled from successes of 

Obama campaigns

● Personal approach — most effective

● Specifically targeted key demographics

● Significantly exceeded pre-set goal

  THE NOT SO GOOD

● Lack of crisis communication plan

● Bluffing through problems and failure to 

own up

● Delayed apologies & acceptance of blame

● Latino outreach not culturally sensitive



Thank you for 
listening!
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